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Abstract

Task parallelism is an approach to parallel programming that has

recently gained traction due to its compatibility with the predominant

object-oriented languages and its low overhead compared to threading

approaches. Parallel Task is an Open Source task-parallel compiler and

runtime system for object-oriented languages, in particular Java. It is

very flexible and expressive, demonstrated by the fact that it can be di-

rectly employed to implement most parallel computing patterns. The only

notable exception has been the pipeline pattern where many data items

are streamed through a number of processing stages. This is not sur-

prising, as task parallelism is generally not compatible with the pipeline

pattern. In this paper we investigate how the pipeline pattern can be ele-

gantly and efficiently implemented in a task-parallel environment. To do

so we extend Parallel Task with the concept of implicit futures to allow

creating pipelines in an intuitive and object-oriented manner. Our experi-

mental evaluation uses the extended Parallel Task to implement pipelines

of different lengths and characteristics and compares with manual im-

plementations. The evaluation demonstrates very good performance and

scalability of the proposed task-parallel pipeline approach.

1 Introduction

Much of the focus of modern software development research is on creating un-
derstandable and maintainable code. Object-oriented programming was an im-
portant step towards this goal, allowing developers to write code at a high level
by defining well-encapsulated abstract objects.

∗corresponding author
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In recent years, as the scale at which software is used grows larger and larger,
it has become increasingly necessary to introduce safer and more intuitive meth-
ods for managing software intended to operate in parallel. For example, older
concepts of forking and threading, while still having their uses, are slowly be-
ing replaced in modern software by the higher level concept of tasks. Task

parallelism is the concept that computations can be abstractly viewed as in-
dependent, discrete chunks of work called tasks where a group of such tasks can
be concurrently executed [15]. An embarrassingly parallel collection of tasks
denotes tasks that have no dependencies on each other, and are a prime target
for parallelisation via this mechanism.

One approach to simplifying the design process of modern software is the
use of design patterns. The use of design patterns in software was pioneered by
Gamma, Helm, Johnson and Vlissides [11] in the field of object-oriented pro-
gramming, in which common architectural problems for software design were
described and solutions proposed. Prior to this, Cole proposed the use of algo-
rithmic skeletons [6, 7], in which common parallelisation problems are reduced
to purely functional descriptions which allow specific parallelisation strategies
to be used. Many libraries and languages have been developed around these
ideas (e.g., [1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 13, 23]). Furthermore, Mattson et al. have proposed
the use of pattern languages [18] to establish a sound foundation for any parallel
application.

A fundamental pattern used in parallel computing is the pipeline pattern

[8, 23, 21]. It is useful for representing computations that can be divided into
distinct “stages” in which each stage executes independently and concurrently.
Data is then viewed as “flowing” through the stages of the pipeline. This makes
pipelines extremely useful in situations where data is streamed. Typical exam-
ples of this are when data has to be retrieved from a network source or when
the data is too large to fit in memory all at once.

This paper investigates the implementation of the pipeline pattern in a mod-
ern task parallel environment. Parallel Task1 [12] is an extension to Java that
provides language-level constructs for task parallelism. Parallel Task provides
a means to define methods as tasks that automatically execute in parallel.

While the pipeline pattern is an important pattern in parallel computing,
its utilisation in a task parallel environment is uncommon. This is not surpris-
ing, as task parallelism is generally not compatible with the pipeline pattern.
However, Parallel Task is expressive and flexible making it powerful enough to
employ all other major patterns, as investigated in [5]. Here we demonstrate
that even the last major remaining pattern, namely the pipeline pattern, can
be elegantly implemented in such an environment. To do so we extend Parallel
Task with the concept of implicit futures to allow creating pipelines in a clean
and understandable manner [2].

In an object-oriented and task parallel environment the pipeline pattern is
useful for typical pipeline situations as described above. But it is also powerful

1Parallel Task is implemented as Open Source software, available at
http://www.parallelit.org.
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when the pipeline stages consist of thread-unsafe methods or libraries and makes
explicit synchronisation between the various stages (methods) unnecessary.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the pipeline
pattern and how it is typically implemented in an object-oriented language. This
is followed by Section 3 which discusses work related to the topic presented in
this paper. Section 4 discusses the Parallel Task concepts that are used to
implement the pipeline pattern. This is followed by an examination of the
low-level components of Parallel Task that prevent a concise implementation of
pipelines in Section 5. Section 6 looks into the implementation of the high-level
functionality of pipelines. Experimental results are presented in Section 7 and
the paper concludes in Section 8.

2 Pipeline Pattern

S1

S2

S3

ik

output

Figure 1: Pipeline processing of images

Mattson et al. describe the pipeline using an assembly-line analogy, in which
“potential concurrency can be exploited by assigning each operation (stage of the
pipeline) to a different worker and having them work simultaneously, with the
data elements passing from one worker to the next as operations are completed”
[18]. Take a look at figure 1. In the first time step, the first stage S1 processes
the first data element i1. In the second time step, i1 is passed to the second
stage S2 and a new data element i2 is processed by S1. A result of this method
of execution means that there is limited concurrency at the start and end of the
execution of a pipeline, referred to as “filling” and “draining” the pipeline. This
is an underlying property of pipelines and is not of our concern for this paper.

Pipelines are a specialised version of the general data-flow pattern [18]. In
the data-flow pattern, stages can have an arbitrary number of inputs and output
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connections; in the pipeline pattern, each stage is limited to exactly 1 input and
can pass its result to exactly 1 other stage. In other words, a pipeline is a linear
directed acyclic graph. While we are focusing on the pipeline pattern, we show
later that the techniques described in this paper can easily be extended for the
general case.

In the case of desktop parallelisation, pipelines are useful for processing
data that is received in real-time. This is because real-time events usually
require processing in sequential order and the ordering of elements processed by
a pipeline is inherently sequential. Pipelines are also useful for presenting an
abstract view of an algorithm that in composed of several independent steps,
such as applying a successive set of filters to a collection of images. The pipeline
pattern also allows the use of code in each stage that cannot be parallelised (is
not thread-safe). At any point in time only one instance of each stage is active.
Also, the pipeline pattern provides simple synchronisation between the stages.

Having only one instance of each stage, means that we do not consider the
replication of the same stage as an optimisation in order to lower the pipeline
period and thereby increasing the throughput. Future work is planned where
such replication can be done (semi-)automatically by the runtime system of our
proposal, but is out of the scope of this paper.

In most modern object-oriented programming languages, there is no specific
support for pipelines, but the building blocks, such as queues and threads,
usually exist in the standard libraries. To construct a pipeline, a developer must
define and manage a list of queues, pass the appropriate queues to each method
that represents a stage in the pipeline, and manually execute each method on a
separate thread. For example, in Java, the list of queues can be initialised like
so:

BlockingQueue[] queues = new BlockingQueue[N_STAGES + 1];

for (int i = 0; i <= N_STAGES ; i++)

queues [i] = new LinkedBlockingQueue ();

Next, all stages can be placed in a single program, multiple data (SPMD)
method. Such a method has implementations for every possible case, but the
specific case that is executed depends on the input when it is called. In our
case, the method could look like this:

void start (int id) {

BlockingQueue in = queues [id], out = queues [id + 1];

switch (id) {

case 0:

stage1 (in , out );

break;

case 1:

// ...

case N_STAGES - 1:

finalStage (in , out );

break;

}

}

Finally, each stage is wrapped in a Thread object and started, like so:
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Thread [] stages = new Thread [N_STAGES ];

for (int i = 0; i < N_STAGES ; i++) {

stages [i] = new Thread (new Runnable () {

public void run () {

start(i);

}

});

}

From a software engineering perspective, this particular implementation is
clearly working around the limitations of the Java language. All the compo-
nents of this pipeline must be manually managed by the developer, causing it
to be more error-prone. There are no obvious connections between stages of the
pipeline. The methods can be named stageN where N is a number represent-
ing where in the pipeline it belongs, but this contradicts software engineering
principles which encourage methods to be named according to what they do. Al-
ternatively, the order can be looked up in the switch statement of the start()

method, but the switch statement is itself a source of possible errors.
Therefore, while this implementation works and is probably what would be

accepted as a “good” implementation by many Java developers, there is room
for improvement.

3 Related Work

Pipeline processing or streaming is a widely used computation concept. There
are entire environments to set up a distributed system or cluster for processing
streams of data, e.g. Storm [22]. In this paper, the focus is on the integration
of the pipeline pattern in libraries or programming languages. Other libraries
present their own idioms for implementing the pipeline pattern. In this section,
we examine three different paradigms used by various programming languages:
the Task Parallel Library (TPL) for the .NET Framework family of languages,
and the actor and future frameworks for Scala.

3.1 Task Parallel Library

In their book, Campbell et al. [4] present an implementation of the pipeline
pattern involving the Task Parallel Library (TPL) [16]. This library has been
available since version 4.0 of Microsoft’s .NET Framework. Its purpose is to
simplify the use of multithreading in applications by shifting the concurrency
paradigm to the higher level concept of tasks.

The TPL automatically manages threads via thread pools to efficiently utilise
all the processing resources a system has. Scheduling is also automatically man-
aged. However, it is provided as merely an API on top of the .NET Framework’s
older threading-based concurrency API with no integrated language support.

Algorithm 1 shows an example of how a pipeline could be implemented using
the TPL, as described by Campbell et al. [4]:
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Algorithm 1 Implementation of the pipeline pattern using the Task Parallel
Library (TPL) 1

var buffer1 = new BlockingCollection <string >( BufferSize );

var buffer2 = new BlockingCollection <string >( BufferSize );

var buffer3 = new BlockingCollection <string >( BufferSize );

var f = new TaskFactory (TaskCreationOptions .LongRunning ,

TaskContinuationOptions .None );

var stage1 = f.StartNew (() => ReadStrings (buffer1 , ...));

var stage2 = f.StartNew (() => CorrectCase (buffer1 , buffer2 ));

var stage3 = f.StartNew (() => CreateSentences(buffer2 , buffer3 ));

var stage4 = f.StartNew (() => WriteSentences(buffer3 ));

Task.WaitAll (stage1 , stage2 , stage3 , stage4 );

As the listing shows, the developer must manually create blocking queues
(or “buffers”) that bridge the output of a stage of the pipeline to the input of
the next stage of the pipeline. In addition, the tasks representing each stage
must also be managed by the developer, in this particular case instructing the
system to wait for all tasks to complete. Finally, the amount of boilerplate
code in this example is staggering, as evidenced by the overwhelming similarity
between adjacent lines.

While this particular implementation provides a working solution, it does
not allow clear, concise, and maintainable code to be written.

3.2 Scala Actors

Scala is a relatively new programming language that fuses the functional pro-
gramming paradigm with the object-oriented programming paradigm [20]. It
has a focus on flexible and concise syntax. Because it runs on the Java Vir-
tual Machine, it has complete access to the entire Java standard library while
providing its own standard library to complement it. This gives it great inter-
operability with existing Java libraries.

Its standard library includes an implementation of an actor-based paralleli-
sation model first introduced by Hewitt for the Erlang programming language
[14]. The actor model defines actors which can be viewed as nodes or stages in
the general data flow design pattern. Instead of relying on queues to directly
pass data items between actors, a dispatching mechanism sends message objects
between actors. Actors then rely on pattern matching to interpret the messages
and perform the required computations.

This model can be used to implement a pipeline. One possible implementa-
tion of the algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 is shown in Algorithm 2.

This particular implementation defines the stages backwards; this is because
each stage requires a reference to the actor representing the next stage. There
also appears to be some boilerplate surrounding the definition and the creation
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Algorithm 2 Actor-based pipeline implementation in Scala

val s = new ActorSystem ()

class ReadStringsActor(nextActor : ActorRef , ...) extends Actor {

def receive = { case ReadStrings => nextActor ! ... }}

class CorrectCaseActor(nextActor : ActorRef ) extends Actor {

def receive = { case CorrectCase (input ) => nextActor ! ... }}

class CreateSentencesActor (nextActor : ActorRef ) extends Actor {

def receive = { case CreateSentences(input) => nextActor ! ... }}

class WriteSentencesActor extends Actor {

def receive = { case WriteSentences(input ) => ... }}

val stage4 = s.actorOf (Props (new WriteSentencesActor ))

val stage3 = s.actorOf (Props (new CreateSentencesActor (stage4 )))

val stage2 = s.actorOf (Props (new CorrectCaseActor(stage3 )))

val stage1 = s.actorOf (Props (new ReadStringsActor(stage2 )))

of actors.

3.3 Scala Futures

Another parallel framework offered by Scala is its futures API. The term future
was described by Baker and Hewitt [2] as the return value of some expression
that is “a promise to deliver the value of that expression at some later time”. Java
introduced the Future interface in version 1.5 as part of its concurrency APIs.
Classes that implement this interface will have a get() method that retrieves
the result of the computation represented by the class (such as a Runnable

object). Scala’s futures operate in a similar manner. Once a block of code has
executed within the context of a future, its result is available through the value
method.

One of the major benefits that Scala’s futures API gives a developer is the
ability to compose futures by treating them as a monadic construct. A monad,
first described by Moggi [19], is a functional programming concept in which
information is placed in a context and allows further operations on that data
while maintaining that context. In the case of parallel computations, the context
is that of a computation that is performed at some future point in time.

To expand on this point, first examine a futures-based implementation of
Algorithm 1. Note that the operator name flatMap is a Scala convention; this
same operation is generally called bind in other functional languages.

The methods representing each stage of the pipeline take a String as their
input variable but return a Future[String]. This allows them to be chained
to produce a pipeline-like effect. The result is a single future that represents
the final computation.

Generally speaking, this form of composition is extremely powerful. How-
ever, utilising this form of composition requires a programming paradigm out-
side the scope of object-oriented programming. As such, while we acknowledge
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Algorithm 3 Futures-based pipeline implementation in Scala

def readStrings (): Future [String ] = { ... }

def correctCase (input: String ): Future [String ] = { ... }

def createSentences(input : String ): Future [String ] = { ... }

def writeSentences(input: String ): Future [String ] = { ... }

val pipeline = readStrings () flatMap correctCase flatMap

createSentences flatMap writeSentences

the flexibility presented by this approach, it is not entirely applicable to our
Java-centred environment.

4 Parallel Task

Parallel Task [12] was designed for desktop parallelisation. Its aim is to pro-
vide parallelisation of simple and common cases with very few modifications
to the source. It achieves this with a novel task concept that unifies different
types of tasks, covering data and task parallelism as well as concurrency for
interactivity. This is realised by introducing very few additional keywords to
the Java language. Code written in Parallel Task is converted to pure Java
source via a source-to-source compiler, which is then compiled into bytecode
using a standard Java compiler. A major goal of Parallel Task was to inte-
grate parallelisation into applications with a GUI component [12], so that long
computations do not prevent the interface from becoming unresponsive without
requiring auxillary support classes such as SwingWorker or manually managing
Threads.

Of the concepts introduced by the current Parallel Task, the ones relevant to
this paper are the TASK modifier, the TaskID variable type, and the dependsOn

clause. For an in depth discussion of Parallel Task please refer to [12]. Parallel
Task, its source code, an Eclipse Plug-in and documentation can be found at
ParallelIT.org.

The TASK modifier is applied to methods, much like any other modifier such
as static or final. A method marked as a task means that instead of executing
immediately, it is enqueued on the task queue and awaits concurrent execution
by a worker thread as soon as one becomes available. For example, the following
sequential code has no parallel execution:

int performLongComputation () { ... }

void foo () {

performLongComputation (); // executes sequentially

}

With the addition of one keyword, TASK, the method call, which we term
a task call, now executes concurrently:

TASK int performLongComputation () { ... }

void foo () {
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performLongComputation (); // enqueued to task queue

... // execution continues here

}

The method foo() that called (invoked) the task continues immediately
with the next line of code. Alternatively, if the developer needs to keep track
of the task call, such as for progress updates or to get the return result when
it is available, they can store the result of the method call, which the compiler
modifies to return immediately with a TaskID generic object parameterised with
the original return type. For example,

void foo () {

TaskID <Integer > tid = performLongComputation ();

}

Now, the result, once computed, can be retrieved with the
getReturnResult() method:

int result = tid .getReturnResult ();

Dependencies can be specified with the dependsOn clause, which is attached
to the end of a method call. For example,

TASK void foo () { ... }

TASK void bar () { ... }

void method () {

TaskID <Void > task1 = foo ();

TaskID <Void > task2 = bar () dependsOn (task1 );

}

In this case, bar() does not start until foo() has completed execution.
Parallel Task places the task representing bar() onto a separate second queue
to prevent it from holding up worker threads until it is ready for execution at
which point it moves into the main queue.

The main driving force behind the Parallel Task project are the basic soft-
ware engineering principles, that is, creating clean, clear and maintainable code.
Here is an example of Parallel Task being used in a GUI application, where a
long computation must be executed in the callback of a button click event. The
basic code for this is:

void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {

int value = performLongComputation ();

}

GUI applications in Java have a special thread called the event dispatch
thread that handles callbacks from user input. Because this code is executed on
this thread, all user input events triggered after the method actionPerformed()

begins executing will have to wait for this computation to complete before they
can be processed. To a user, this is perceived as lag or as the interface becom-
ing unresponsive, which is unwanted behaviour. Traditionally, manual threads
were used to avoid this problem. More recently, the SwingWorker class was
introduced to Java to simplify what the developer needs to do:

void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
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SwingWorker <Integer , Void > worker = new SwingWorker <Integer , Void >() {

public int doInBackground() {

return performLongComputation ();

}

};

worker .execute ();

}

With this, the computation is handled by a new thread encapsulated by
the SwingWorker class, and a second callback allows the retrieval of the results
when they are ready if required. However, a lot more code is required for this
simple objective, most of which is boilerplate code. Parallel Task can be used
to avoid all this extra code:

TASK int performLongComputation ();

void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {

TaskID <Integer > tid = performLongComputation ();

}

By choosing to define tasks in this manner, code written by the developer
remains the same as if it were sequential, yet has the power and efficiency of
parallel code, and because it is almost identical to sequential code, the soft-
ware principles of clean and clear code remain. It includes the separation of the
business logic from the parts that are purely responsible for the concurrency/in-
teractivity and the parallelisation.

5 Implicit Futures

The task parallelism constructs of Parallel Task discussed in Section 4 allow us
to construct the pipeline pattern much closer to what sequential code would
look like instead of the specialised Java code presented in Section 2. This aids
developers in understanding what the code does. Consider the code required to
process one element of a pipeline in sequential code shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Sequential pipeline

Object stage1 (Object i) { ... }

Object stage2 (Object i) { ... }

Object stage3 (Object i) { ... }

Object item = getItem ();

Object item1 = stage1 (item);

Object item2 = stage2 (item1 );

Object item3 = stage3 (item2 );

This sequential code clearly shows the relationship between each stage of the
“pipeline”. There is no need to implement a method dedicated to instantiating
particular stages of a pipeline. Results from each stage are passed directly as
parameters to the next stage. The connections between stages are obvious and
there are no queues or other additional data structures to manage. The number
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of stages and the connections between stages are flexible and dynamic. In a
typical parallel implementation such as that in Section 2, this is simply not
possible. Our goal is to find a way to implement a pipeline that is as simple
and straightforward as the sequential implementation.

Now consider the current Parallel Task implementation for processing one
element in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Current Parallel Task pipeline

TASK Object stage1 (Object i) { ... }

TASK Object stage2 (TaskID <Object > tid ) {

Object i = tid .getReturnResult ();

...

}

TASK Object stage3 (TaskID <Object > tid ) {

Object i = tid .getReturnResult ();

...

}

Object item = getItem ();

TaskID <Object > tid1 = stage1 (item);

TaskID <Object > tid2 = stage2 (tid1) dependsOn (tid1 );

TaskID <Object > tid3 = stage3 (tid2) dependsOn (tid2 );

This is very similar to the sequential code that does the same thing. Each
pipeline stage is marked with the TASK keyword to indicate that these methods
are to automatically execute concurrently. The return types are now generic
TaskIDs to conform to Java’s typing system, and the dependsOn clauses ensure
the methods are executed in the correct order, providing a basic form of flow
control.

While this implementation mirrors the sequential implementation, it intro-
duces as many problems as it attempts to solve.

• Keeping track of TaskIDs

Some data structure is required to keep track of the TaskID objects of
all items that are put into the pipeline, or the final TaskID at the very
least. This is because in a sequential implementation the result is available
as soon as the final method returns but in an asynchronous implementa-
tion the final result is not immediately available. This is awkward for
the developer because the pipeline is semantically a single entity through
which data items are passed and it should be reused for all data items; in
this regard, following object-oriented philosophy, all data items should be
available through a single construct (i.e. object) that represents the entire
pipeline and not each individual task.

• Result retrieval

Related to this is the problem of how to retrieve the results of items
that have passed through the pipeline. As mentioned, the result is not
necessarily available when the method returns. Essentially, some other
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method (or task) must continuously poll each TaskID in the collection in
order to retrieve the completed results, which will have a large impact
on both efficiency and readability of code. Just like the issue of keeping
track of TaskIDs, this must be manually implemented by the developer
but should really be something that the Parallel Task runtime handles
internally.

• Redundant constructs

Calling each stage other than the first stage requires the user to redun-
dantly specify the TaskID of the previous stage twice - once in the method
call and once to indicate to the runtime the dependency between the two
tasks. Because data flow patterns are based around the idea of data "flow-
ing" through different stages, an ideal system should be able to detect
these dependencies based on method signatures and the objects that are
passed as arguments.

• Changed method signatures

Method signatures of stages other than the first stage require the parame-
ter to be of the generic type TaskID<T> instead of the original type of the
object. This is because the actual object does not exist at the time of the
method call, and can only be obtained after the task producing the ob-
ject has finished executing. This results in nonuniform method signatures
between stages. In addition, because of this unique method signature,
the code within the stage cannot immediately be reused apart from the
pipeline. This breaks basic design principles of software engineering.

• Loss of reusability

A direct result of requiring parameters of type TaskID means that
each stage receiving such a parameter requires at least one extra line
of code to retrieve the result through the TaskID object (i.e., the
getReturnResult() method). This line of code adds to making the
method not reusable in non-pipeline contexts and places a burden on the
developer to remember to include this boilerplate line of code.

• Inefficient

Furthermore, this implementation does not truly implement a pipeline.
Each element that passes through the pipeline requires creating and
queueing every task onto the task queue all at the start. If 1000 items were
passed into this pipeline, 3000 tasks would be queued, with 1000 of these
tasks (every task representing the method stage1()) in the ready queue
and the other 2000 tasks (every task representing methods stage2() and
stage3()) in the non-ready queue. These tasks could potentially impact
the performance of the program, such as by saturating all runtime worker
threads, preventing any other (possibly unrelated) task from executing
until everything related to the pipeline has completed.
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5.1 Passing data between tasks

Let us first examine the problem of requiring a change of the method signature
to take parameters of type TaskID. This is unavoidable because the return result
of the previous stage will always be of type TaskID, and any attempt to get the
result will block the main thread, preventing any concurrency from taking place.
However, the TaskID object does not only represent the task method that was
called, but also provides the only means of getting the result of the task call.
Since this is the case, the TaskID object can also be thought of as a future much
akin to that provided by Java’s Future interface and Scala’s futures API.

5.1.1 Introducing implicit futures

Whenever the developer obtains a TaskID object, this is a promise by the Par-
allel Task runtime that the method represented by the TaskID will be executed
some time in the future and that the return value (if one exists) can be obtained
once execution completes. The getReturnResult() method is the only way to
retrieve the result and it must be explicitly called, meaning that in its current
form a TaskID can be viewed as an explicit future. Java’s Future, which was
introduced earlier, also requires an explicit call to get() in order to obtain the
computed value, meaning that it is also an explicit future.

Observe, however, that with the task call
someTask(myTaskId) dependsOn(myTaskId);

someTask() is never executed until the task represented by myTaskId has fin-
ished execution because of the dependency. This means that by the time
someTask() executes, the result from myTaskId is always ready and available.
Therefore, when the runtime executes someTask(), it can automatically retrieve
the result and use it directly in the method instead of passing a TaskID object.
In this way, the runtime can treat TaskID objects as implicit futures, because
the return value is extracted automatically.

In fact, a further step can be taken. Since an object of type TaskID<T>

passed to a task can implicitly represent the return result of that task call, it
can be treated semantically as just an object of type T. In other words, any task
that expects a parameter of type T can be passed a TaskID<T> instead.

It must be noted here that while Scala’s future has an explicit method value

for retrieving the result of the computation, the fact that it is a monad means
that it can also be seen as an “implicit future” in a sense - only instead of
implicitly extracting the value of the previous computation for use in the next,
it is the pending computation that is lifted into the context of the future.

5.2 Implicit dependencies between stages

Another noted redundancy in Algorithm 5 is the dependsOn() clause. Any task
that requires the result from a second task naturally must wait for the other
task to complete before it can begin execution.

Based on the observation that a TaskID<T> can be treated as an implicit
future of type T, we define the semantic that the result of the computation is
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required if a parameter of type T is expected but a TaskID<T> is received instead.
Thus, under these circumstances, there is always an implicit dependency on the
TaskID that is passed. In other words, any method with the signature

TASK E someTask(T param);

called with myTaskId of type TaskID<T> as follows
someTask(myTaskId);

implies a dependsOn() on myTaskId.
We implement this in a type-safe manner by overloading TASK methods with

permutations of its signature alternating between the original type T and the
alternate type TaskID<T>. One issue with doing this is that a method with n

parameters will have 2n permutations. This could easily lead to code bloat if a
TASK has many parameters. However, Martin [17] notes that it is rare for well-
designed code to have methods that have more than 3 logical parameters. For
example, a dyadic method lengthOf(int x, int y) has just 1 logical parameter,
the point (x, y), and therefore should probably be refactored as lengthOf(Point p).
Based on this observation, we only create the type-safe overloads for methods
having up to 3 parameters, and discard static type-safety for methods with
more parameters by changing the types of all parameters to type Object. Note
that this restriction is necessary as the Parallel Task implementation is cur-
rently based on a source-to-source compiler. More elegant approaches are likely
possible with a deep integration of Parallel Task in a full featured compiler.

With these changes, the code for the pipeline pattern in Parallel Task can
be simplified to what is shown in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Revised Parallel Task pipeline

TASK Object stage1 (Object i) { ... }

TASK Object stage2 (Object i) { ... }

TASK Object stage3 (Object i) { ... }

Object item = getItem ();

TaskID <Object > tid1 = stage1 (item);

TaskID <Object > tid2 = stage2 (tid1);

TaskID <Object > tid3 = stage3 (tid2);

Apart from the TASK designation, the method signatures are now identical to
the sequential implementation because the return results of the TaskID objects
can be implicitly retrieved. In addition, the dependsOn() clauses are no longer
required because of the implicit dependency. This is a major improvement for
Parallel Task in general, making the dependsOn() statement unnecessary for
almost all situations where tasks depend on each other.

6 Pipelines in Parallel Task

The data passing mechanisms described in Section 5 only deal with the design
issues, that is, the presentation of the code. Performance issues still exist,
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namely that every task is queued once per item.
Conceptually, a pipeline has some number n of independent stages which

are interconnected by some FIFO-ordered piping mechanism. To simulate a
pipeline, each stage must be executing independently of every other stage, such
as on its own thread, and every pair of consecutive stages must share a data
structure such as a queue to pass and buffer data between them. In addition,
two extra queues are necessary: an input queue and an output queue.

Determining the number of queues and which queue to allocate to which
stage can easily be done by the compiler. Firstly, we assume that a group of
task calls can be determined to be a pipeline, based on the fact that TaskID

objects are passed as parameters in place of the original type. From this point,
we can determine the flow graph of the pipeline, where each stage is treated as
a node and each dependency as a directed edge. With the graph of the pipeline,
we simply create a queue for each edge and pass it to the stages that it connects.

In order for queues to work, each stage must be modified to wait upon an
item from the queue, take the first item, then pass it to the rest of the method
body as normal. The end of the method must also be modified so that the
return result is enqueued onto the stage’s output queue for the next stage to
retrieve. In addition, each stage must run independently on its own thread. This
is achieved by wrapping the task call with another method when it is executed:

void wrapper () {

while (! isCancelled ) {

Object i = inQueue .take ();

Object o = someTask (i);

outQueue .put (o);

}

}

Obviously, this code cannot run on the main thread. However, it cannot
run on a task worker thread either, because these are limited in number. If
the pipeline were run on task worker threads, it is possible for the pipeline to
deadlock, and would also prevent other tasks from executing. Therefore, it is
necessary to create a separate, dynamic pool of threads dedicated to executing
pipeline stages. The threadpool must grow as necessary to ensure that there
are always threads available to loop each stage of any pipeline that is currently
active.

Running the stages in separate threads addresses our aforementioned per-
formance issues. Worker threads are no longer held up, and tasks are no longer
queued once per data item. Instead, queues are used as a lightweight data
structure to hold items that are transitioning between stages. We acknowledge
the fact that this solution does not alleviate performance issues completely; for
example, having too many active stages can also negatively impact performance
due to context-switching overheads. However, the designer of a pipeline can
solve this problem by merging or splitting pipeline stages appropriately. Fur-
ther, our experimental results in Section 7 indicate that this solution performs
very satisfactorily for our test cases.
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6.1 Detecting pipelines in code

All of the aforementioned is dependent on Parallel Task being able to determine
whether certain task calls are a part of a pipeline or not. We cannot simply
wrap every task call with the loop and queues, because that is not how the
semantics of tasks work. The wrapper is only valid for pipeline stages.

We note that a pipeline must have an input queue in addition to all the
automatically generated queues between stages. We place the restriction that
the input queue must be supplied by the developer. The type of the input
queue is of importance: a task defined using our semantics, no matter where
in the pipeline it is, will always have parameters of the actual data type it
uses, not of a TaskID or something else. Therefore, we can apply the same
idea of the conversion from TaskID<T> to T and define that objects of type
BlockingQueue<T> (part of the standard Java library) can also be implicitly
converted to type T via dequeuing and using the wrapper previously defined to
loop over all elements in the queue.

In fact, since the input queue must be explicitly supplied by the developer,
this becomes our signal for the start of a pipeline: any task that receives a
BlockingQueue<T> when it is expecting a parameter of type T is the start of
a pipeline, and any task that directly or transitively depends on such a task is
also a part of the pipeline.

With this final modification, we present the pipeline pattern implemented in
an object-oriented language in an understandable yet efficient manner, depicted
in Algorithm 7:

Algorithm 7 Final proposed Parallel Task pipeline

TASK Object stage1 (Object i) { ... }

TASK Object stage2 (Object i) { ... }

TASK Object stage3 (Object i) { ... }

BlockingQueue <Object > queue = getQueue ();

TaskID <Object > tid1 = stage1 (queue );

TaskID <Object > tid2 = stage2 (tid1);

TaskID <Object > tid3 = stage3 (tid2);

6.2 Stopping a pipeline

This also allows pipelines to be cancelled simply by cancelling the first stage.
The cancel request can then cascade down through the stages of the pipeline.

The cancel semantics have to be carefully defined. In the case of Parallel
Task, when a stage receives a cancel request, it completes processing the ele-
ments currently in its input queue and then passes on the cancel request to the
next stage. In order to do so it drains its input queue into a private local queue,
then discards the input queue. Once it has completely processed all elements
in its local queue, it passes the cancel request to the next stage. This process
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ensures that all items that have been inserted into the queue at the point of
cancellation will still be processed.

An alternative is to abort the pipeline at the instant a cancel request is
received. However, this would not allow the pipeline operation to gracefully
terminate, as there is no way to check the status of an item as it progresses
through the pipeline. Some of the items still in the pipeline would only be
partially processed. Our proposed semantic above allows to do a clear cut
between processed and unprocessed elements.

6.3 Retrieving output results from the pipeline

Output from a pipeline can be retrieved in two ways: “pushed” via a callback or
“pulled” from a queue. Parallel Task has mechanisms for callbacks on completing
a task using the notify() clause:

someTask (item) notify (onComplete (TaskID ));

However, if it is the case that notify() can be used, then it is much more
preferable to make the callback a task and join it to the end of the pipeline:

TaskID <Object > tid = someTask (item );

TaskID <Void > final = onComplete (tid );

The main reason for this is that the notify() clause introduces thread-
handling semantics designed for correct functionality with GUI programming
[12]. Using those same semantics with pipelines may lead to deadlocks or other
side effects. In addition, extending the pipeline is arguably more natural and
understandable.

We have also added a “pull” mechanism into Parallel Task. TaskIDs that
represent stages of a pipeline have a method getOutputQueue() that returns
a BlockingQueue object containing all elements that have passed through the
stage. There always exists at least one queue in which all processed items reside.
The first call to getOutputQueue() will return this default queue. However,
additional calls to getOutputQueue()will return new, lazily instantiated queues
which contain all items that are processed by the stage after the queue’s creation.
This mechanism allows each stage to have multiple outputs that do not interfere
or create side-effects with other outputs. For example, in this following example,
queue x contains elements p and q, but queue y only contains element q:

BlockingQueue <Object > in = getQueue ();

TaskID <Object > tid1 = stage1 (in);

TaskID <Object > tid2 = stage2 (tid1);

BlockingQueue <Object > x = tid2. getOutputQueue();

in.put(p);

// allow element p to process

Thread .sleep (1000);

BlockingQueue <Object > y = tid2. getOutputQueue();

in.put(q);

// allow element q to process

Thread .sleep (1000);
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Presenting the output of a pipeline as a queue has another advantage: this
queue can be passed to the construction of a second pipeline. In effect, this
allows two pipelines to be dynamically connected in an efficient manner. If
the output were not available as a queue, the developer would need to manually
retrieve each item from the first pipeline and put these onto the second pipeline.

An interesting consequence is that this mechanism allows the dynamic con-
struction of a pipeline from sub-pipelines. As an example consider three sub-
pipelines A, B and C. Initially the overall pipeline is the concatenation of pipeline
A followed by pipeline B, i.e. pipeline A’s output queue is pipeline B’s input queue.
Then, using the mechanisms described above, a second output queue can be
generated for pipeline A, which is used at the input to pipeline C. Pipeline B is
stopped (Section 6.2) and the overall pipeline is then A followed by C.

6.4 Generalising to the data-flow pattern

filter 1

filter 2a filter 2b

filter 3

image

output

Figure 2: Non-trivial image filter process using the general data flow pattern

The data-flow pattern is the general case of the pipeline pattern in that each
stage can have an arbitrary number of inputs and can pass its output to any
number of other stages. Mattson et al. call this event-based coordination [18].
The actor model presented by Hewitt et al. [14] can also be seen as a variant of
the general data flow pattern. With the model presented in this paper, this can
be easily achieved by simply defining stages with more than one parameter.

Figure 2 shows the flow of data in a non-trivial image processing method.
It requires that the image is processed independently by two separate filters,
the results of which are then merged. This is an example of a diamond-shaped
data-flow graph. With Parallel Task, it can be designed as follows:

TASK Image filter1 (Image i) { ... }

TASK Image filter2a (Image i) { ... }
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TASK Image filter2b (Image i) { ... }

TASK Image filter3 (Image i, Object j) { ... }

BlockingQueue <Image > queue = getQueue ();

TaskID <Image > tid1 = filter1 (queue );

TaskID <Image > tid2a = filter2a (tid1);

TaskID <Image > tid2b = filter2b (tid1);

TaskID <Image > tid3 = filter3 (tid2a , tid2b );

This pattern is very general. When scaled out, it can be viewed as an au-
tonomous network of individual components of code, each of which receive cer-
tain messages and send certain messages. Each individual stage does not require
knowledge of other stages; the passing of data is external to the definition of the
stages. This data-flow pattern can help to fully exploit all inherent parallelism
in a problem, as certain stages can be executed in parallel. Consequently, this
is strongly benefical for the performance and the scalability. From a software
engineering point of view, it has the desirable effect that the implementation of
many problems can closely follow the model of the algorithm.

7 Evaluation

Although there was no formal evaluation of software metrics, it seems obvious
that the use of the new Parallel Task constructs requires fewer lines of code
compared to the manual implementation. We have also argued, that it provides
better reusability through proper encapsulation.

For these reasons, the evaluation in this section concentrates on the perfor-
mance of the new Parallel Task constructs for pipelining. Relevant metrics are
the throughput, the scalability and the overhead in comparison to a manual
implementation. We hope to show that the difference in performance between
a custom implementation using Java concurrency primitives and the managed
implementation using Parallel Task is small. The Parallel Task implementation
also aims to be scalable such that the performance is consistent for different
numbers of available processing units.

7.1 Setup

The Parallel Task pipeline implementation using the new constructs detailed in
Algorithm 7 was extensively tested against both the older implementation using
only tasks as in Algorithm 5 and a manual implementation using threads directly
as described in Section 2. A major difference between these implementations is
that because the older Parallel Task implementation was based on tasks, there
exists one thread per processing core, while the manual implementation and the
new Parallel Task implementations have one thread per stage. This detail is
important in interpreting some of the results. The tests were performed on a
machine that has four Intel Xeon E7340 quad-core processors for a total of 16
cores.
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A pipeline has two classical measures of performance: latency and through-
put. Latency measures the length of time it takes for one item to run through
the pipeline, or in other words, the total length of the pipeline. Throughput,
on the other hand, denotes the number of items a pipeline processes per unit
of time. Perhaps somewhat unintuitive, both the number of stages and the
latency do not affect the throughput of a pipeline. Once a pipeline is fully oper-
ational, the throughput is only affected by the length of time it takes to process
the slowest stage of the pipeline, which is also the bottleneck of the pipeline.
Given that pipelines are normally used to process many items, the throughput
is the most relevant performance measure. For our tests, the throughput speedup
was measured; that is, how many times faster the parallel implementation was
compared to a purely sequential execution of the same implementation.

Three different testing parameters were used. First, different numbers of
stages were used. This was done to see how the ratio of stages compared to the
number of available processing cores affected the parallel speedup of the imple-
mentation. Specifically, tests were performed for pipelines with 4, 11, 16, 23, and
32 stages. The odd numbers were chosen to see how the system responds to hav-
ing a number of stages that did not evenly divide into the number of available
cores. Secondly, the granularity of the stages was considered. Two different
granularities were used: a set of fine-grained stages that took approximately
50µs to compute each, and a set of coarse-grained stages that took approxi-
mately 500µs to compute each. This was used to see how the Parallel Task
implementation reacts to different types of computations that could potentially
be used when using the pipeline pattern. Finally, the tests were performed with
4, 8, and 16 available cores. The results of this would show how scalable the
Parallel Task components that support the pipeline pattern are. For each test,
the time required for 5,000 items to pass through the pipeline was measured.

These tests were then repeated with a random variance parameter on the
length of each stage, making the stages across the pipeline unbalanced. This is
to test the realistic situation that each stage takes a different amount of time
to execute. The parameter was set at plus-or-minus 10% of the predetermined
time of a stage; for example, the coarse-grained stages would now take between
450µs and 550µs to execute. More extreme variations were not considered as
high imbalance tends to expose little inherent parallelism.

For each data point in the following charts 30 independent test runs were
executed. Due to the non-deterministic nature of threading, especially when
there are substantially more threads than processing cores available, the variance
in the test results was fairly high. Each data point in the charts is therefore the
median value of the results of the independent runs, even though the medians
and average values were very similar. The standard deviation relative to the
average value was typically small with 0-15%, but was in very few cases up to
100%.
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Figure 3: Throughput speedup on 4 cores for fine-grained stages (left) and
coarse-grained stages (right)

7.2 Results

Figure 3 shows performance testing results for fine-grained (top) and coarse-
grained (bottom) stages on 4 processing cores (the other cores were disabled).
The tasking implementation performed particularly poorly for fine-grained
tasks, achieving a slower performance than the sequential version, which can
be seen by the speedup of less than 1. Both the new Parallel Task pipelining
approach and the manual thread implementation achieved very similar results
for fine-grained stages, with the Parallel Task implementation losing out on a
small amount of performance at 32 stages, which was likely due to the fact that
the constant overhead for managing the stages was taking up a larger proportion
of the total running time.

For coarse-grained tasks, where the overhead of the tasking system was not
as large a proportion of the total running time, all implementations performed
better. The Parallel Task tasking approach managed to hover around a speedup
of 3 across all numbers of stages. Both the new pipeline approach and the
manual threading implementation achieved a maximum speedup of 4 once the
number of stages was increased beyond 4. At 4 stages, they both performed at
the same level of speedup as the tasking version. This behaviour was potentially
due to the way the threading was managed by the runtime or the operating
system.

Figure 4 shows how the implementations performed when there were 8 pro-
cessing cores available. The tests involving fine-grained stages had a lot of
variance in the results, most likely due to the size of the overhead compared to
the time required to execute the stage. The tasking implementation for fine-
grained stages once again performed worse than the sequential implementation.
It is interesting to see that for both the manual threading implementation and
the Parallel Task pipelining implementation that the executions involving 11
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Figure 4: Throughput speedup on 8 cores for fine-grained stages (left) and
coarse-grained stages (right)

stages performed better than the executions involving 16 stages. This is likely
due to the way the overhead in executing the stages interacted with the thread
scheduler of the operating system.

The coarse-grained performance tests show a very different story. The task-
ing implementation performed significantly better when there were only 4 stages
to the pipeline. As mentioned earlier, this is because the system only allocates 1
thread for each stage of a pipeline, resulting in 4 threads for both the threading
and pipelining implementations, while the tasking implementation allocated 1
thread per available core, resulting in 8 threads. None of the systems performed
optimally; even though the threading and pipelining implementations had 4
threads, the speedup hovered around 2.5 times, and even though the tasking
implementation had 8 threads, it only hovered around a speedup of 5.5.

However, when pipelines with more stages were used, the threading and
pipelining implementations scaled very close to the maximum possible speedup
of 8, equal to the number of available processing cores, while the tasking im-
plementation still hovered around a maximum speedup of 6.5. This shows how
much more efficient a proper threading implementation for pipelines is compared
to using a task-based model.

Figure 5 shows the results of the performance tests with all 16 cores available.
For the fine-grained pipelines, the tasking implementation finally achieved an
increase in throughput, but hovers between a speedup of 2 to 3. Meanwhile,
the threading and pipelining implementations achieve almost identical speedup
across the board, peaking at a maximum speedup of just under 11 over sequential
performance.

For the pipelines with the coarse-grained stages, the tasking implementation
hovered around a speedup of 11 no matter how many stages there were. This
is normal because the tasking implementation should not be affected by the
number of stages, but only by the number of cores available. The pipelining
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Figure 5: Throughput speedup on 16 cores for fine-grained stages (left) and
coarse-grained stages (right)

and threading implementations were once again neck-and-neck with their re-
sults. The speedup gained was increased with the number of stages: the 4-stage
pipeline had a speedup of around 3, the 11-stage pipeline had a speedup of
around 6.5, the 16-stage pipeline had a speedup of around 10, and the 23-stage
pipeline had a speedup of around 14. It achieved maximum performance of a
speedup just under 16 when the number of stages reached 32. Remember that
for both these implementations, the number of threads used was equal to the
number of stages in the pipeline.
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Figure 6: Throughput speedup for unbalanced coarse-grained stages on 8 (left)
and 16 (right) cores

Figure 6 shows the results of having unbalanced coarse-grained stages. The
results show that the throughput speedup under these conditions across all
numbers of threads is almost identical to the corresponding tests with balanced
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stages (Figures 4(right) and 5(right)), peaking to a maximum of a speedup
of almost 8 when using 8 cores and a speedup of almost 16 when using 16
cores. In contrast, the Parallel Task implementation is noticeably slower for
unbalanced tasks than with balanced ones. So the pipeline implementation is
able to compensate the imbalance with efficient scheduling as is the case with
the manual threading implementation.

7.3 Discussion

This evaluation has demonstrated that the proposed pipelining construct of
Parallel Task has comparable performance to a manual threading implementa-
tion and is superior to a tasking implementation when the number of stages
is higher than the number of cores. In turn, this shows that abstracting the
pipeline components into high level language concepts is a feasible and viable
way of improving the source code of an application and improving productivity.

The experiments also showed that if the number of stages is significantly
less than the number of processing cores available, then using tasks is generally
the better method of implementing the solution. Based on these tests, pipelines
operate best when there are more stages than processing cores. In the presented
experiments a good number of stages seems to be double the number of cores
or more. It is remarkable that with such a number of stages the achievable
speedup is almost ideal, achieving a speedup of more than 15 on 16 cores in
Figure 5. The efficiency of the parallel program seems to benefit from the fact
that a higher number of stages (i.e. threads) gives the operating system more
scheduling flexibility.

We have also demonstrated that pipelines with unbalanced stages do not
have a significant impact on the throughput speedup when using a suitable
parallelisation mechanism.

Finally, using pipelines does incur an overhead cost. If the proportion of
the overhead is large compared to the time required to execute a stage, then
the pipeline implementations will generally not perform as well, or will be fairly
erratic. However, in these cases, using the tasking implementation is not an
alternative either. This reconfirms the knowledge that for very fine grained
problems high level solutions are often not appropriate due to their overhead.

8 Conclusions

We have presented a software-engineering-oriented approach to employing the
pipeline pattern as a form of parallelism using a task parallel approach. For this
goal we extended Parallel Task a high-level, object-oriented tasking system.
We introduced the concept of implicit futures in Parallel Task, which make
passing of data among tasks very elegant and eliminate the general need for
dependency declarations. Extending this concept minimally, we create general
and reusable pipelines. In terms of code readability and understandability, our
model allows the developer to write code that closely mimics how sequential code
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would look like. In terms of performance, the Parallel Task runtime handles the
pipeline structure efficiently and maintains a level of speedup on a par with
a custom implementation using parallelism primitives directly. We have also
demonstrated that the entire domain of data-flow patterns can be effectively
implemented using our model.

While the current implementation scales well as long as the number of stages
are similar to the number of cores available, it cannot scale indefinitely because
threads are indiscriminately created for each stage. Future work can look at
pipeline scheduling, optimising the way threads are created and used so that the
system neither underutilises nor overutilises its available resources. Of particular
interest will be the (semi-)automatic replication of stages in order to lower the
pipeline period and to increase the throughput.
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